
1. Trouble No More  4:27 
2. Sweet Rains Of Amber 4:33 
3.    Give Our Ships Away  3:49 
4.    Audrey Turn The Moon 5:34 
5.    Cry Of The Echo Drifter 4:16 
6.    Gypsy Harbor 3:27 
7.    Find Me Here 4:26 
8.    Starlight Highway  4:00 
9.    Monday’s Song 4:03 
10.  Night Falls Away Singing 5:44 

Corinne West has been a traveling soul since the 
age of 15 when she left her family home and her 
school to travel across America in a converted 
school bus with a band of activists. She has been 
described as “the Siren of the Sierras” (SF Bay 
Area’s Times Herald) while the North Coast 
Journal in Arcata, declared, “West’s voice invokes 
angels, if angels had a dangerous side.” Corinne’s 
powerful and eloquent voice, coupled with the 
way she weaves her potent songs has earned her a 
unique identity in the worlds' acoustic roots 
scene. Relix noted her “voice of gold,” while 
Legendary BBC radio DJ Bob Harris 
proclaimed, “I love Corinne’s music and truly 
believe in her as an artist. She has spirit, integrity 
and talent. I am a massive fan.”  

The material on West’s latest recording came 
about after a year-long sabbatical in Austria, 
which culminated in the new disc. “Starlight is 
my first completely self-produced record,” West 
says about the sessions. “I wanted to create a body 
of songs that moved my music in new directions, 
while paying tribute to the music I have done in 
the past. This influenced my decisions regarding 
the instrumentation; piano, organ, acoustic rock 
angles, heavy harmonies, the deep-drive of 
drums, the laid back floating ballads…” 

CORINNe WEST

“… A California singer with an angelic voice”  
 ~ San Francisco Chronicle 

"It doesn't suck to be Corinne West. She writes 
great songs, plays with top flight musicians, 
sports a killer voice..."  
~Americana UK
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“I surround myself with high talent.” offers West. “Kelly Joe Phelps and I recorded and toured 
as a duo for two years, and he is featured both vocally and on guitar. Mike Marshall produced 
my 2007 release, Second Sight, and it was a treat to work with him again. Ricky Fataar 
(Bonnie Raitt, Beach Boys) brought in quite a backbone to lean into. It's amazing how when 
music is tight... it all becomes beautifully loose. It was a high adventure for me to both steer 
and gently hit cruise-control to get just the right synergy, tones and movement the songs were 
reaching for.” 

“The songs for Starlight Highway have taken quite a journey. Many of them were written in 
2011, on the heels of my last release, and have been waiting - wherever it is that songs do wait 
- for a place to land and sing themselves. The songs are decidedly more revealing than others I 
have released; less dripping in metaphor, more direct and perhaps stark.”  

“This is an intimate record, and covers a lot of territory,” adds West, summing up the new 
album. “I marvel at how deeply personal experiences so often translate into universal and 
mythic principals. It’s as though there is an invisible blueprint somewhere, continuously 
showing up in stories and art. My aim with this recording is to communicate a personal 
emotive glimpse of what we all experience in our own way, on our own roads, as we climb, fly, 
fall, isolate, believe, reinvent, connect, dream... Though seemingly different, we are all 
somehow cut from the same cloth.”

WWW.CORINNEWEST.COM 

West’s songs are lilting and dreamy and 
her intimate, country-flavored folk 
performances seem to float through the 
air like feathers. 
-No Depression, June 2015 
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“West's voice invokes angels, if 
angels had a dangerous side.”  
~ North Coast Journal, Arcata CA
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